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Abstract – Image processing plays a vital role in many applications like automation, visual inspection. Thus the image processing system should meet the real time demand. Many factors like salt and pepper noise will affect the image processing system. This paper introduces the double parallel architecture using sort optimization algorithm to accelerate the median filter and edge detection. The double parallel architecture is divided in to two parts image level parallel and operation level parallel. The image level parallel is a high level parallel, which divides one image in to two parts and process them simultaneously.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Image filtering and edge detection are important steps in the field of image processing. Many algorithms are proposed to speed-up and parallelize the median filter and edge detection method. But many edge detection method lack the image level parallelization. This paper introduces implementation of efficient algorithm for image filter and edge detection. To overcome this problem double parallel architecture is introduced which will speed-up the image processing system. Double parallel architecture is divided in to two parts image level parallel and operation level parallel. The experimental result shows the double parallel architecture is very suitable for accelerating high image processing task and meets the real time demand in many application such as intelligent vehicles, robotics vision system[10], [11]. The section two describes the median filter and edge detection methods. Section three represents the whole system. And in section four experimental results are shown.

II. OVERVIEW OF THE SYSTEM

Here the architecture contains two levels: image-level and operation-level parallel. The image-level parallel is a high-level parallel, which divides one image into different parts and processes them concurrently. The operation-level parallel is inside each thread of image-level parallel, which fully explores every parallel part inside the concrete algorithms. The following subsections sequentially introduce the implementation of the whole system and main modules in the system. Imaging processing modules in figure 1 respectively process different parts of input data in parallel, which are the image-level parallel.

The image-level, which divides an input image into two parts. The two parts are respectively transferred to their own image processing modules. Then, the two same image processing modules process different image parts, respectively. This parallel scheme is very effective in accelerating image processing.

The operation-level shown in figure 2, which exists in both median filter and edge detector. During the operation of median filter 9 neighbouring pixels including the centre pixel are assigned to the three row extractors for reducing the searching time of the median value. Firstly each row extractor extracts the median value of three pixels in its row. The three row extractors work in parallel. Then, the final median extractor calculates the median value of the output values of three row extractors. This improvement will greatly increase the process of median searching. Although the final result is not the exact median of nine pixel values, it is among the middle three values and brings very little errors for an edge detection step. After a median filter step filtered pixels are sent to an edge detector.

III. DESCRIPTION OF MEDIAN FILTER

In this paper median filter and prewitt edge detection methods are used for image filtering and edge detection. The median filter is a non-linear filter. Here the median filter is designed using the sort optimization algorithm [2]. In image processing system while the transmission of image noises are added like salt and
pepper noise. This can affect the image processing system. So Yan Lu [2] developed the sort optimization algorithm for median filter. The formula of median filter can be expressed as.

\[ g(x,y) = \text{med} f[(x_i),(y_j)], i, k \in W \] (1)

According to the work characteristics of FPGA and the transmission way of the image data, we can get the following image processing sequence:

Fig. 1: Double parallel image processing system

According to the work characteristics of FPGA and the transmission way of the image data, we can get the following image processing sequence:

Fig. 2: The sequence of the image data

In above figure 2 A, B, C represent for the data of 3 different adjacent lines of the image respectively. The data in the real–line square is currently processing data and the data in the dashed square is the data will be processed in the next circle. It is easy to find out that there is 6 common data between the two processing circle. Hence, some parts of the current result can be utilized to the next processing for computation reduction. From the above image sequence of data we need to proceed data by column. 9 comparisons are needed to get following results. We assume

A1 > B1 > C1
A2 > B2 > C2
A3 > B3 > C3

We need to find the maximum data in C1, C2 and C3 by doing 2 comparisons, and find the minimum data in A1, A2 and A3 by doing 2 comparison and find the median data in B1, B2 and B3 by doing 2 comparisons. So the formula is

\[ A_{\text{min}} = \min(A1, A2, A3) \]
\[ B_{\text{med}} = \text{med}(B1, B2, B3) \]
\[ C_{\text{max}} = \max(C1, C2, C3) \] (2)

Finally we need to find median data in Amin, Bmed and Cmax by doing 3 comparisons.

\[ F_{\text{med}} = \text{med}(A_{\text{min}}, B_{\text{med}}, C_{\text{max}}) \] (3)

The resulted \( F_{\text{med}} \) is the final result. In the next circle, the comparison results of (A2, B2, C2) and (A3, B3, C3) have been obtained, we only need to find the sorting of the updating data A4, B4, C4 and then use (2) and (3) to calculate the required median. Apparently, in each next processing cycle, only one column data need to be sorted. According to that, the comparison times can be
reduced from the original 21 down to 13 and the system’s operating efficiency can be greatly improved

**IV. HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION OF MEDIAN FILTER**

The basic building blocks of median filter are, ordering comparator, minimum comparator, maximum comparator and median comparator. Using Xilinx 12.2 the below building blocks are implemented by the use of VHDL language.

**V. PREWITT EDGE DETECTION**

The prewitt edge detection is used for calculating the maximum response of the edge template, it finds a direction of each pixels in which the intensity changes rapidly. Here we are using input image convolved with eight 3, 3 convolution kernels each of which sensitive to different orientation.

**VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS**

**A. Boundary processing of the divided image**

During image-level parallel operation, the input image is divided into two sections for parallel median filter and edge detection. In this paper, both median filter and edge detector utilize 3×3 masks, which means that processing each pixel, as well as the pixels in the boundary of each section, needs eight pixels around it. In order to deal with the boundary problem, each section contains four more rows of pixels than half input image. The four extra rows are responsible for processing a boundary row.
B. Matlab result

Fig 5(a) Original Image

Fig 5(b) Divided Image (1)

Fig 5(c) Divided Image (2)

C. Matlab result for median filter

Fig 6(a) Noisy image

Fig 6(b) De-noised image

D. Matlab result for edge detection

Fig 7 Edge detection of the image
E. VHDL Simulation Result

Fig. 8: Median filter output

VII. CONCLUSION

A double parallel architecture for median filter an edge detection using sort optimization is proposed in this paper. The experimental result shows high performance of the proposed architecture. In next step we can do a trial of dividing the input image in to more than two parts to accelerate the processing speed.
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